fiz) = z + a2z2 + • • • , which are regular and univalent in \z\ <1. Let/_1(z) be the inverse function oi fiz). We have:
(2) / (z) = z -atf + (2a2 -a/)z + ■ • ■ .
The function /(z) will be called bi-univalent if both fiz) and /_1(s) are univalent in \z\ <l;/(z) will be said to belong to a iff (i) fiz)C/S and (ii) there exists a function g(z)£S such that/(g(z)) =gifiz)) =2 in some neighborhood of the origin. It will belong to a ii both/(s) and/_1(z) are regular in It is not clear whether all functions of <r are representable in the form (3). If they are, the representation may not be unique. The function/(z) in (3) will belong to a even though </>(z) or xpiz) or both have poles in \z\ < 1, on condition that if z = p$ and z = pj, are the respective poles, the following two inequalities be satisfied:
| <K^) |^l and | ftp*) | ^ 1.
It is also not clear whether all functions of cr, even if they are of the form (3), can be represented by functions <j>iz) and i^(z) which are both regular in \z\ <1. It is the purpose of this paper to obtain the following theorem: For fiz)E<r, Io,| < 1.51. It follows that ii f(z)E& then /"(z)£<r. Applying inequality (3) to fn(z) we obtain (ra -1) | a212 + (2ra -1) | a, -((ra + l)/2ra)a212 g »2
and hence:
Applying (4) to the function f"1(z) we get:
Inequalities (5) and (6) imply:
By squaring both sides a quadratic inequality for [a2|2 is obtained, whence:
For ra = 2, 3 and 4 the right-hand side of (7) takes the values 2.67, 2.61 and 2.78 respectively. We thus get the best result for ra = 3, so that:
|a2|2 < 2.61, or:
This bound can be improved by the use of Grunsky's inequalities.
3. The /-sequence {h}. We use the sequence {h} introduced by E. Jabotinsky [3] . Let/(s, z) be the s-iterate of
That is, let/(s, z) be defined for integer 5 by:
fil, z) = fiz) and /(,, z) = f[is -I), fiz)]. expansion in s, we may define i(z) = E*°=i hzk+1 which has then a positive radius of convergence [3] , so that/*(z)=/(z).)
Let now g*iz) be the inverse of/*(z) so that (14) fis,z)=f*i-s,z). 
